Frank 10/23/22 Visit

1. Press tampers wood - make
2. Frame for bottom of Press Wood lath
3. Sulfur red bottles
4. Heat red to 120°F for color; Press Ferment in Bond
5. Red hoop on red Bond
6. 5 x 8 tanks on legs
7. Settled must; all white & pump down
8. Red heated before fermentation for color
9. Collect & settle & pump down all settlings (would like Centrifuge)
10. Need good Hose system
     Size, fittings, cost?

OW - need leg Bully Hill

11. Crusher - steam with must pumps
    French - Frank
    Gorilla - Bully Hill

12. Clover Conveyor for pomace away from press

Vanillin press with Pomace shown Bully Hill